Paintings can be multi-coded to commumicate to different audiences,
such as in the series of six paintings titled, “Skin, Hair, Water & Earth: Deaf
Talk Within,” which is part of a larger series of 50 water color paintings. In
the mini-series the artist uses English text and American Sign Language
from responses from two deaf friends, their interpreter and her personal
experiences in asking “What would you like hearing people to know
about Deaf cultures and histories?”
The original resolutions passed at the 1880 Milan Congress did irreparable damage to deaf individuals, educators, professesionals, schools and
communities around the world. Established in the same year as the Milan
Congress, the National Association of the Deaf (NAD) was shaped by
deaf leaders who believed in the right of the American deaf community
to use sign language, to congregate on issues important to them and to
have its interests represented at the national level. These benefits remain
true to this day, with American Sign Language as a core value. But the
resolutions of the 1880 Milan Congress, where oralism was made paramount, were not officially rejected by NAD until Monday, July 19, 2010,
130 years after they were put into place (National Association of the
Deaf, 2018) empowering the debate of oralism vs. manual communication
methods.
When NAD was established in 1880 in the U.S., the door was opened to
start civil rights for the deaf. The work took decades to accomplish the
Inidviduals wth Disabilities Act, The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the
Americans with Diabilities Act of 1990, many deaf people were violently
punished by teachers in U.S. schools for using sign language (National
Association for the Deaf, 2018). The hearing educators and the U.S. school
policies forced oralism onto deaf children and adults (Schertz & Lane,
2000) as many in leadership roles among the deaf still beleived in and
supported the Milan Congress’s resolution of oralism. The brick pattern
in the paintings is intended to convey the barriers to communication. The
brick also symbolizes the ongoing challenges with communication still
faced by the hearing and the deaf today.

The hearing made policies for the deaf, without support, interaction, discussion
or debate within the Deaf community. For example, at the afore mentioned Milan
Congress of 1880, of the 164 attendees, only one deaf man (and no women)
attended, most were able-bodied British men (Traynor, 2016). The resolutions
were far reaching and enforced. First hand experiences about attending schools
where teachers were hearing and refused to allow sign, often providing harsh physical
consequenses were shared with the when she was in college. She was told by a
married couple about their expeiences while in primary and secondary school.
After getting married, they made American Sign Language the primary language
of their home.

To hear personal testimony of how the deaf are treated is disheartening. This miniseries shares the possiblities of learning by engaging the viewer but not answering
every question that could arise in the conversation.
This mini-body of work sits within the larger body of work as a natural evolution of
inclusion within the “Skin, Hair, Water & Earth” series. This series of 50 watercolors has 37
completed paintings which can be seen at: www.elephantworkstudio.com (gallery>
watercolor tabs). The collection of paintings is an evolution of line, shape, form, text and
ideas. The series starts with an exploration of skin, not human skin, but rather the
interpretation of the skin of the elephant. Further inclusions are elements of what makes
humans unique---their words, their stories, their fears and joys. In “Deaf Talk Within,” those
unique differences are shown by sharing a sense of humor, direction for future changes or
wants, and love as elements shared by the interviewed participants. Viewers can see the
signs for “I love you,” “mediate for peace,” bound,” “freedom” and others.
This group of paintings is the result of influences from the “Including Difference” course
with Dr. Karen Keifer-Boyd, Penn State University. The work is an invitation to learn, to
engage outside of one’s comfort zone, to see and hear. Within the art there are sign that
remember the past--to not let the painful denial of exclusive oralism be forgotten. This artwork invites the viewer to find the shape of hand and learn the signs. This work invites the
viewer to learn the American Sign Language alphabet---a simple call to action. So the
next time one who is deaf, or hearing, struggles at the meat counter to communicate, you
will be prepared to offer kindness, understanding and assistance in closing the
communication gap.
The series is for sale. All paintings are watercolor, unframed, and about 22x30 inches. Please
contact the artist with any questions: the-studio@sbcglobal.net and/or 810.300.3456.
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